The University, now in Professor Beers' care, all three buildings have been or will be
rebuilt to receive fire in less than ten days.

Housing and a very thorough overhauling, with new plumbing, with all
new masonry, work and painting, to be and out side, all new floor
and light fixtures, in front of each giving alike to the comfort of
the appearance of the dwellings; and all
the out house, have been put in order and
all placed under new blank fence; and
all the out tile doors at all, have
been been rebuilt where needed. and
from the stone wall enclosure, we have
left before by the weight of making
all of the improvements and repairs
as far as practicable of permanency be
rial. The outside stone and, have
been, the chimneys, have all been rechaid and
new stables, built up and all stook have been
removed. The walls, of the chimneys, have all
been cleaned and repainted and all the dead
wood of the chimneys, and also, some have
been cut up and removed and the walls
grate the floor thick even day up of the
wood, and removed. The entire surface out
over by the brick and cinder. The recent h

writing present a crown of green
which is equal to no educational